The literature on genetic susceptibility to complex diseases is growing rapidly, and will continue to do so as more genes and polymorphisms are characterized, and as collection of DNA is routinely incorporated into large epidemiological studies. In view of this, a book such as the one edited by Khoury, Little, and Burke is an invaluable guide to understanding and appraising developments in this area. This book explores the role of epidemiology in identifying genetic susceptibility to disease, and guides the reader through the process of gene discovery to the implementation of genetic information into clinical practice. The title Human Genome Epidemiology has been coined to define this continuum.
Part I outlines current methods available for gene and polymorphism discovery, and for quantifying the genetic component of complex traits, it gives a brief overview of each method, without bogging the reader down with too much information. From DNA yields obtained using different biological samples, to sample size issues and population stratification, Part II provides the reader with a guide to carrying out and interpreting epidemiological studies of genes and disease. Part II ends with a chapter by Julian Little on reporting and reviewing gene-disease associations, which is an excellent tool for evaluating studies of this type. Part III looks at the implementation of genetic screening, introducing genetics into randomized controlled trials, and pharmacogenetics. Guidelines on when to introduce genetic testing, and how to evaluate testing, are clearly laid out, however, I feel that this section would benefit further from an emphasis on the need for genetic screening to be coupled with counselling, and some insight into public perception of genetic information.
Throughout the book concepts are made clear by the use of illustrative examples and in-depth case studies are presented as separate chapters at the end. The 12 case studies incorporate a wide range of gene-disease models from Factor V Leiden, oral contraceptives and deep vein thrombosis to genetic testing of railtrack workers with carpel tunnel syndrome. These case studies demonstrate the practical applications of 'human genome epidemiology', and highlight some of the challenges faced by researchers, but also serve as comprehensive reviews, including background material and up-to-date knowledge on the subjects covered.
Many experts in the field have contributed to the book, and they along with the editors, have succeeded in making the book flow. It is accessible and interesting to read as well as incredibly practical. Aimed at researchers, policy makers and practitioners wishing to make sense of the emerging headlines which claim to have identified genes for various complex diseases, I would recommend this book as a reference to anyone working in this field with a basic understanding of genetics, and as a great aid for teaching the interplay between genetics and epidemiology. Press, 2003, pp. 644, £39.50 (HB) . ISBN: 0-19-515296-4 .
This volume deals with statistical methods for the analysis of longitudinal data, covering both the case when time is a predictor for an outcome of interest and when it is itself the outcome of interest. So multilevel models for individual change over time, and survival models for studying event rates, are given equal prominence. They are introduced in two distinct parts, each of which is about 300 pages and sufficiently detailed to be self-standing. The book's main aim however is to link these two approaches so that applied researchers would gain an overview and 'be able to apply both methods synergistically to different research questions in the same study'. The style is very didactical and, to my taste, too lengthy. The quality and depth of the material is nevertheless excellent, as is that of the advice regarding issues of model building and interpretation. Examples taken from existing studies, mostly arising in the behavioural and social sciences, are used throughout for illustration. Data and typical analyses carried out in several software packages (Mplus, MLwinN, HLM, SAS, Stata and SPSS) are accessible via a companion website (www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/examples/alda) which is very much worth a visit.
The first part of the book introduces multilevel models, starting from simple subject-specific estimation of individual trajectories over time and stressing the need for a more comprehensive approach. At first a linear model for time-structured data is introduced, followed by step-by-step generalizations which are supported by plots and tables that summarize concepts and notations. Among the generalizations, the most interesting ones concern piecewise and discontinuous specifications of the effect of time and the inclusion of time-varying exposures. The distinction between defined, ancillary, contextual, and internal variables guides the discussion of the issues that arise from the latter generalization and is probably one of the more important features that are shared with the second part of the book.
The material presented is also very educational from a practical point of view. It shows the advantages of centring explanatory variables, including time itself, and includes a comprehensive discussion of the range of possible estimation methods that is linked to the choice, and uses, of software.
As new concepts are always supported by examples and discussion, the material is suitable for newcomers to multilevel models. For those already familiar with the subject there are excellent practical hints scattered throughout and, more importantly, new insights into broader generalizations. These are touched in the last two chapters of this first part of the book where multilevel models are directly linked to covariance structure analysis and to its application to longitudinal data, latent growth models. This link enables researchers to relax some of the less-realistic modelling assumptions and to develop models for more complex, multivariate, dependencies over time.
The second part of the book deals with methods for investigating the distribution of time up to an event of interest. Unlike most textbooks on survival analysis, a far greater focus is given here to methods for discrete time data, i.e. of data collected at fixed points in time so that only the intervals during which events occurred are known. The proportional odds model and the complementary log-log model are introduced within this framework and then compared. Practical advice on how data have to be organized for the models to be successfully fitted is given, and some graphical representations of the estimated hazard and survival functions are recommended. These methods are then extended to the analysis of continuous survival time data. The presentation and development of Cox's proportional hazards model is sharp and includes an excellent overview of the main features of this model and of the most useful tools for assessing its assumptions, leading to alternative generalizations. The discussion of the available regression diagnostic tools is extremely useful, even for those already familiar with this material. Indeed its summary table is something I will copy and stick on my wall! If I have a criticism, beside that regarding the lack of conciseness, it concerns the topics which are not covered. In the first part I would have wanted more obvious references to models for non-continuous outcomes and, in the second part, to non-proportional parametric models. But has this ambitious volume achieved its aim? Are the two separate parts better off because they are presented together? Overall the answer is yes: there are several cross-references that make the reader gain valuable insights because issues are discussed from different angles. Is the book of interest to epidemiologists? Again the answer is yes, although most of the examples are not directly relevant and the style is unfamiliarly lengthy. An epidemiologist who has no or only superficial knowledge of these two topics would certainly gain from reading this book; anyone else would find clarity and wise counsel from consulting its parts.
The two authors are internationally renowned social statisticians whose collaboration has been spanning for nearly 20 years with, interestingly, first authorship always determined by randomization (even in this case). They are driven by the wish to improve the quality of published empirical research and-to achieve this-most of their work is available on the web. This book is a great addition to their efforts and will certainly have a substantial impact on the analyses of longitudinal data carried out in many fields. Press, 2004, pp. 386, £29.95 (HB) . This is the second edition of a textbook that has been regarded as the standard in occupational epidemiology during the last decade. The feeling I had reading this new edition is that of balance and clarity. Recommendations are well thought out and documented. The numerous examples (92 in the whole book) are instructive and provide comprehensive material for teaching. The authors have managed to keep a good balance between general issues that are also covered in other textbooks and special topics that refer to the occupational environment. The second edition follows closely the structure of the first with the addition of a new chapter on occupational health surveillance, a substantial modification of the last chapter on special topics, and a more or less extensive update of the remaining chapters. The book can be separated into two sections. A first part (chapters 2-8) on standard techniques for occupational epidemiology in exposure assessment, study design and analysis, and a second shorter part (chapters 9-11) that covers more advanced topics such a dose modelling.
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The first section begins with an evaluation of methods for the characterization of the workplace environment particularly focusing on chemical exposures. This chapter is more complete than the previous edition particularly concerning questionnaires. Chapter 3 provides an overview of study design focusing on differences but stressing the connections between different designs. This chapter, similar to the next three chapters presenting the main designs could be used as standard text in the teaching of any course in epidemiology. Special topics that apply more to the area of occupational epidemiology such as proportionate mortality studies are also covered in this chapter. Chapter 4 covers comprehensively the issues of selection bias, information bias, and confounding. It is interesting to note that the 'healthy worker effect' is being described in this second edition under the part on confounding rather than under selection bias (as was done in the first edition). This refers more to semantics since both aspects of the 'healthy worker effect' are extensively and very clearly discussed. The second edition includes a more complete discussion of non-differential misclassification and the authors provide good service to the epidemiological community in cautioning against the use of clichés regarding the direction of errors in risk estimates from this type of misclassification. The next two chapters are excellent and cover cohort and case-control studies. The chapters cover theoretical concepts, present basic statistical formulae, and also concrete advice on specific issues such as how to categorize jobs, or what to do with missing data. The chapter on cohort studies covers extensively issues that have been discussed in the context of occupational and cancer epidemiology such as the calculation of standardized mortality ratios and analysis of time-related variables. One of the main recommendations for cohort studies is that 'the adequacy of exposure data is a critical determinant of a study's value'. I find this particularly important given the relatively poor exposure assessment of many studies. The chapter on case-control studies includes a very clear presentation of theoretical issues on
